
Andy Baxter has been a Medical Exercise Specialist, Post 
Rehabilitation Conditioning Specialist, trainer, athlete and coach 
for 30 plus years. In the course of that time he has consulted, 
collaborated and invented for Scifit, Keiser, the Swedish Sport 
Institute, the Hong Kong Performance Institute, UC Berkeley 
rowing, Oregon State University rowing, Lake Merit Rowing, 
Oakland Strokes rowing, All American Rowing, Concept2, Helix, 
and First Degree Fitness, among others.

Andy has published articles for Physical Therapy Magazine, 

Spirituality and Health Magazine, Scifit, Keiser, and authored 

two books, Racing Yesterday and The Exercise Prescription. 

As an athlete Andy has amassed 20 Canadian and US 

National Championships and participated in three World 

Championships as an oarsman, winning Gold medals in the 8+ 

and 4+ events, as well as a fourth-place finish in the A final 

of the Men’s Pair event. He competed in the 2008 Olympic 

trials in the Men’s Pair event at the age of 41. As a member of 

the US raft team, he won Bronze at the World Championship 

four-man event in Al Ein, UAE, and an eighth-place finish at 

the World Championship six-man event in Shikoku, Japan. 

Andy owns and operates Baxter Fitness Solutions in Ashland 

Oregon where, for the last twenty years, he has implemented 

medically protocoled exercise programs for seniors, focusing 

primarily on orthopedic and neurologic conditions.
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The stuff that I know about  

 exercise and the aging body  

  that you don’t should! 
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Think of The Exercise Prescription as your personal 

CliffsNotes for referencing common, real world health  

and fitness issues as they relate to the aging body.   

Using actual, real life aging bodies as working examples,  

The Exercise Prescription provides you with effective  

fitness solutions; simultaneously demystifying much  

of the pervasive exercise dogma out there today.    

Andy Baxter introduces you to Terri, Debby, Betty and others through their clinical stories that become 

today’s legends.  This book has a digestible approach, attainable to the reader, and empowers people to health.  

He has the unique perspective that comes from succeeding on many sides of fitness. He is an accomplished 

world class athlete, an inventor and coach. The Baxter Plan is encouraging, enthusiastic and promotes the best 

for everyone.  Even though a short book, he focuses on the right words, at the right time, for the right situation 

and an intention that will yield miraculous outcomes.  These pages are peppered with stories of everyday 

people attaining new heights.  “Know this; your functional independence and quality of life are depending on 

you to be powerful and to endure”.

P. Michael Stone MD, MS, IFMCP

Faculty Institute for Functional Medicine, International educator, author, clinician in nutrition and functional Medicine

Andy’s writing is delightful and captivating. More importantly, he debunks several exercise fitness myths. Most 

importantly, he is inspiring both to those among his readers who need to start on a path to functional fitness as well 

as those among his readers who need a boost to continue on one.  He offers sound and practical advice to both.

Cornelia Byers, MD

Fellow American Academy of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation

This book is an enjoyable, easy-reading, no-nonsense look at why moving our bodies is vital to our health 

and quality of life.  With a good sense of humor and real-life examples of people changing their lives through 

exercise, Andy shows us how we can get the most out of exercise and even make it fun!  With this book, Andy 

joins fellow Personal Lifestyle Medicine professionals around the world who are showing us how each of us as 

individuals can take the future of our health, wellbeing, and functionality into our own hands.

Laura Robin, DO, MPH

www.bfitsolutions.com
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Like bulls at the gate we await the start.  

Nerves give way to excitement, excitement to aggression.
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"Read this monograph for the inspiration and think about the journey and the

courage to take on significant emotional and physical pain for more than a year 

(willingly and with conviction), and reconcile the journey with the destination." 

– JANIT STAHL, ROW2K.COM

"An inspiring book that encourages us all to step out of our comfort zone, take up

meaningful challenges, and find fulfillment in our lives every stroke of the way." 

– MARLENE ROYLE, author of TIP OF THE BLADE

"...right from the get-go, Baxter's voice illuminates the narrative

with the infectious enthusiasm of someone who loves both 

writing and the subject of his work.  He applies the same spirit

(and remarkable amount of dedication) to his pursuit, 

with a healthy amount of humor mixed in."

– TOPHER BORDEAU, ROWING NEWS

Two-time Master World Champion and U.S. and Canadian Master National 

Champion Andy Baxter takes you into the world of elite rowing as he trains for

the 2008 Olympic trials.  Already a middle-aged man with a family, Baxter and

his pair partner Steve Kiesling immerse themselves for two years of training,

pushing the psychological and physical boundaries of what is possible.

If you think you are too old to follow your dream, read this book.

Though considered a “geezer” at 41, rower Andy Baxter 

wasn’t about to turn down a grand adventure.

A n d y  B a x t e r
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